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Prepare to administer drugs safely by mastering key pharmacology concepts and drug calculation

skills! Pharmacology: A Patient-Centered Nursing Process Approach, 8th Edition covers nursing

pharmacology within a real-world nursing context. Using a clear, streamlined approach, this text

makes it easier to understand pharmacology with a detailed unit on dosage calculations, a nursing

process framework for drug therapy, and summaries of prototype drugs. Written by nursing

educators Joyce Kee, Evelyn Hayes, and Linda McCuistion, this edition includes a strong QSEN

focus, enhanced coverage of prioritization, and more NCLEXÂ® Examinationâ€“style questions on

the subject of pharmacology. NEW QSEN focus emphasizes patient-centered care, safety, quality,

and collaboration and teamwork.NEW content covers the most commonly used drugs, including

updated Prototype Drug ChartsÂ and drug tables.Enhanced coverage of prioritization includes

nursing interventions in the Nursing Process sections listed in order of priority.Updated illustrations

include new drug labels in the Drug Calculations chapter.
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This is a descent book I have to say when learning about meds for school there is always

something that stands out with medications like a side effect or things not to eator drink and with this

book they pull the information out to show you the most important things black box warning very

neat and makes the meds easier to learn



I needed this book for a few of my classes. I was 2 editions behind, and I'm really glad I bit the bullet

and bought this one. It's been updated quite a bit and makes much more sense now. It's also way

more engaging than the one I had.

Best book of pharmacology so far. This book really breaks down the information well to maximize

understanding of each drug class and drug mechanism. I'm going to be using this book for a long

time to come.

Very dissatisfied. It has so many issues opening on kindle. I kept trying to get help and they attempt

the same things with no improvements. I went thru the course with out being able to ever really use

it when I needed it.

I bought this book and did not receive the access code. I don't know why though because I

purchased it not rented.

This is just for the kindle version. It doesn't work on windows 8 and above which a lot of people

have and most school are running on their systems. I can't find a way to cancel the sub so its just a

waste of 40 bucks for something I can't use.

This book is required by my nursing school. It is a very inconsistent book due to the fact that there

are typos and misprints EVERYWHERE. The book is informative and okay to study from, but they

could have taken a little more time to edit and get it right.

Kind of disappointed, believe me, I understand textbooks are expensive. I have 2 degrees and

thousands of dollars in books. This text was priced good but I was expecting a book in good shape

like it was listed as in the description. It arrived today, the front page ripped, pages have water

damage and back page bent.
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